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Within the program of 3D metal printing supported by in2p3 [1], the studies by topological optimization
for the accelerator components have been associated [2]. This innovative activity is challenging for R&D
accelerator. For example, the design of superconducting cavities for accelerator should always take into
account the compromise between the cavities stiffness as well as a reduction of Niobium consummation
which is potential interest of 3D metal additive manufacturing. To perform topology optimization tasks,
some simulation codes have been evaluated. The simulations are performed on a 9 cell 1,3 GHz niobium
prototype. The topological optimization associated with 3D metal additive manufacturing project has
promising interest in terms of reduction of Niobium thickness and the cost of stiffening system.
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The stiffening system of 9 multicell 1,3GHz cavity is made of the stiffering rings at maximal deformation positions
calculated by multiphysics simulations. With topological simulations, the optimal stiffering positions are
automatically find. Comparing to stifening system realized by thermal spray coating technology, topological
simulations show that 3D metal printing technology can save material and represent a more advangageous one
step solution. However, Niobium-based 3D printing is still challenging since it is still a confidential research subject.
It started at CERN from 2018 [2]. Other investigations are necessary to improve niobium 3D additive
manufacturing technology for cavities performances.

Conclusions: in terms of structure design, the 3D additive manufacturing change the way of simulation.
The goal is to find a good distribution of the material for given boundary condition with single load case or
multi load cases. Since several years, many finite element codes have implemented some topology
optimization routines, especially the linkage with CAD code. These activities are still in development as
3D additive manufacturing.
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